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Earthly Signs
A rare, graphic portrait of Russian life in 1917 immediately after the October Revolution. The heroine struggles with her
passion for her husband, and the demands of the new world in which she lives.

Libba
A collection of stories filled with humor, pathos, passion, and despair includes the story of Poppykins, a somnambulist
brought by his daughter to a healer; Natasha, as she searches Leningrad for her lost lover; and Nina, a doctor determined
to cure a poe

Aetherial Worlds
A “perceptive, affectionate, and often very funny” novel about old college friends at a thirty-year reunion, by the author of
The Things They Carried (Boston Herald). From a National Book Award winner who’s been called “the best American writer
of his generation” (San Francisco Examiner), July, July tells the story of ten old friends who attended Darton Hall College
together back in 1969, and now reunite for a summer weekend of dancing, drinking, flirting, reminiscing—and regretting.
The three decades since graduation have brought marriage and divorce, children and careers, hopes deferred and replaced.
This witty, heart-rending novel about men and women who came into adulthood at a moment when American ideals and
innocence began to fade, a New York Times Notable Book, is “deeply satisfying” (O, the Oprah Magazine) and “almost
impossible to put down” (Austin American-Statesman). “A symphony of American life.” —All Things Considered, NPR
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Alexander II
For over seventy years the Kremlin was the bastion of the all-powerful Soviet rulers. A great deal is known about the men
who held millions of fates in their iron grip, yet little is known about the women—the wives and mistresses—who shared
their lives. They took part in the Revolution and its aftermath, bore children, and suffered abuse; some were arrested and
sent to Siberia, driven to suicide, or even murdered. In 1991 the KGB granted the author access to its secret files, which,
together with the author’s own research and interviews, provided the material for this book. Here for the first time the stark
and sometimes scandalous truth about these women is revealed. Lenin’s wife worked passionately for the Revolution
alongside her husband, from the time of Lenin’s exile until her death. His mistress was also a close friend of his wife. Stalin
married Nadezhda Alliluyeva when she was only sixteen. Earlier, he had had a relationship with Nadezhda’s mother, and
there is strong evidence that his wife may also have been his daughter. When she was found dead in a pool of blood, the
official verdict was suicide, but many believe she was murdered. Secret Police Chief Lavrenti Beria, known as “The
Butcher,” roamed the streets in Moscow in a curtain-drawn limousine, stalking young girls who would later be abducted by
his agents. One was forced to marry Beria—his wife Nina Teimurazovna. Among the many other Kremlin “wives” portrayed
here are: Alexandra Kollontai, feminist and supporter of “free love”; Larissa Reisner, Boris Pasternak’s muse; Olga
Kameneva, Trotsky’s sister; Nina Khrushchev; Victoria Brezhnev; Galina Brezhneva; Tatyana Fillipovna Andropov, and Raisa
Gorbachev—supposedly the only Soviet ruler’s wife to have married for love. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Arcade,
Good Books, Sports Publishing, and Yucca imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of biographies, autobiographies, and
memoirs. Our list includes biographies on well-known historical figures like Benjamin Franklin, Nelson Mandela, and
Alexander Graham Bell, as well as villains from history, such as Heinrich Himmler, John Wayne Gacy, and O. J. Simpson. We
have also published survivor stories of World War II, memoirs about overcoming adversity, first-hand tales of adventure,
and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.

Autobiography of a Corpse
Vladimir Sorokin is one of Russia's most popular novelists, and one of its most provocative as well. In Sorokin's scabrous
dystopian satire, Day of the Oprichnik, American readers were introduced to his distinctive style, which combines an edgy
avant-garde sensibility with a fondness for the absurd and even grotesque—all in the service of bringing out stinging truths
about life in modern-day Russia. In The Blizzard, we are immediately immersed in the atmosphere of a 19th century Russia
familiar to us from the works of Turgenev, Tolstoy, and Dostoyevsky. District doctor Garin is desperately trying to reach the
village of Dolgoye, where a mysterious epidemic called the “Chernukha” is raging and threatens to spread throughout the
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country, turning people into zombies. The doctor carries with him a vaccine that will prevent the spread of this terrible
disease, but is stymied in his travels by an all-consuming snow storm, an impenetrable blizzard that turns a drive that
should last only a few hours into a voyage of days, and finally, a journey into eternity. The Blizzard dramatizes a timeless
metaphysical predicament. The characters in this nearly post-apocalyptic world are constantly in motion, and yet somehow
trapped and frozen—spending day and night fighting their way through the storm on an expedition filled with extraordinary
encounters, dangerous escapades, torturous imaginings, and amorous adventures. In the fantastical realm Sorokin has
invented, the reader also loses her bearings, subject to the vicissitudes of time and change, to both the movement of life
and its stagnancy. Hypnotic, fascinating, and richly descriptive, The Blizzard is a seminal work from one of the most
inventive writers working today.

Family Sayings
A James Beard Award-winning writer captures life under the Red socialist banner in this wildly inventive, tragicomic memoir
of feasts, famines, and three generations Born in 1963, in an era of bread shortages, Anya grew up in a communal Moscow
apartment where eighteen families shared one kitchen. She sang odes to Lenin, black-marketeered Juicy Fruit gum at
school, watched her father brew moonshine, and, like most Soviet citizens, longed for a taste of the mythical West. It was a
life by turns absurd, naively joyous, and melancholy—and ultimately intolerable to her anti-Soviet mother, Larisa. When
Anya was ten, she and Larisa fled the political repression of Brezhnev-era Russia, arriving in Philadelphia with no winter
coats and no right of return. Now Anya occupies two parallel food universes: one where she writes about four-star
restaurants, the other where a taste of humble kolbasa transports her back to her scarlet-blazed socialist past. To bring that
past to life, Anya and her mother decide to eat and cook their way through every decade of the Soviet experience. Through
these meals, and through the tales of three generations of her family, Anya tells the intimate yet epic story of life in the
USSR. Wildly inventive and slyly witty, Mastering the Art of Soviet Cooking is that rare book that stirs our souls and our
senses.

On the Golden Porch
A satire about the Soviet space program finds Omon, who has dreamed of space flight all of his life, enrolled as a
cosmonaut only to learn that his task will be piloting a supposedly unmanned lunar vehicle to the Moon and remaining there
to die

Notes of a Crocodile
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“Tolstaya carves indelible people who roam the imagination long after the book is put down.” –Time Tatyana Tolstaya’s
short stories—with their unpredictable fairy-tale plots, appealingly eccentric characters, and stylistic abundance and
flair—established her in the 1980s as one of modern Russia’s finest writers. Since then her work has been translated
throughout the world. Edna O’Brien has called Tolstaya “an enchantress.” Anita Desai has spoken of her work’s “richness
and ardent life.” Mixing heartbreak and humor, dizzying flights of fantasy and plunging descents to earth, Tolstaya is the
natural successor in a great Russian literary lineage that includes Gogol, Yuri Olesha, Bulgakov, and Nabokov. White Walls
is the most comprehensive collection of Tolstaya’s short fiction to be published in English so far. It presents the contents of
her two previous collections, On the Golden Porch and Sleepwalker in a Fog, along with several previously uncollected
stories. Tolstaya writes of lonely children and lost love, of philosophers of the absurd and poets working as janitors, of
angels and halfwits. She shows how the extraordinary will suddenly erupt in the midst of ordinary life, as she explores the
human condition with a matchless combination of unbound imagination and unapologetic sympathy.

Dr. Tatiana's Sex Advice to All Creation
“Tolstaya’s essays in this compact, historically significant volume offer a fascinating, highly intelligent analysis of Russian
society and politics” (Publishers Weekly). These twenty pieces address the politics, culture, and literature of Russia with
both flair and erudition. Passionate and opinionated, often funny, and using ample material from daily life to underline their
ideas and observations, Tatyana Tolstaya’s essays range across a variety of subjects. They move in one unique voice from
Soviet women, classical Russian cooking, and the bliss of snow to the effect of Pushkin and freedom on Russia writers; from
the death of the czar and the Great Terror to the changes brought by Gorbachev, Yeltsin, and Putin in the last decade.
Throughout this engaging volume, the Russian temperament comes into high relief. Whether addressing literature or
reporting on politics, Tolstaya’s writing conveys a deep knowledge of her country and countrymen. Pushkin’s Children is a
book for anyone interested in the Russian soul. “Tolstaya is simply the most fearless female observer of the very malecentric culture . . . of the USSR.” —Ben Dickinson, Elle

Moderan
Marina Goldovskaya is one of Russia's best-known documentary filmmakers. The first woman in Russia (and possibly the
world) to combine being a director, writer, cinematographer, and producer, Goldovskaya has made over thirty documentary
films and more than one hundred programs for Russian, European, Japanese, and American television. Her work, which
includes the award-winning films The House on Arbat Street, The Shattered Mirror, and Solovky Power, has garnered
international acclaim and won virtually every prize given for documentary filmmaking. In Woman with a Movie Camera,
Goldovskaya turns her lens on her own life and work, telling an adventurous, occasionally harrowing story of growing up in
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the Stalinist era and subsequently documenting Russian society from the 1960s, through the Thaw and Perestroika, to postSoviet Russia. She recalls her childhood in a Moscow apartment building that housed famous filmmakers, being one of only
three women students at the State Film School, and working as an assistant cameraperson on the first film of Andrei
Tarkovsky, Russia's most celebrated director. Reviewing her professional filmmaking career, which began in the 1960s,
Goldovskaya reveals her passion for creating films that presented a truthful picture of Soviet life, as well as the challenges
of working within (and sometimes subverting) the bureaucracies that controlled Russian film and television production and
distribution. Along the way, she describes a host of notable figures in Russian film, theater, art, and politics, as well as the
technological evolution of filmmaking from film to video to digital media. A compelling portrait of a woman who broke
gender and political barriers, as well as the eventful four decades of Russian history she has documented, Woman with a
Movie Camera will be fascinating reading for a wide audience.

The Slynx
An NYRB Classics Original Winner of the 2014 PEN Translation Prize Winner of the 2014 Read Russia Prize The stakes are
wildly high in Sigizmund Krzhizhanovsky’s fantastic and blackly comic philosophical fables, which abound in nested
narratives and wild paradoxes. This new collection of eleven mind-bending and spellbinding tales includes some of
Krzhizhanovsky’s most dazzling conceits: a provincial journalist who moves to Moscow finds his existence consumed by the
autobiography of his room’s previous occupant; the fingers of a celebrated pianist’s right hand run away to spend a night
alone on the city streets; a man’s lifelong quest to bite his own elbow inspires both a hugely popular circus act and a new
refutation of Kant. Ordinary reality cracks open before our eyes in the pages of Autobiography of a Corpse, and the
extraordinary spills out.

The Blizzard
The literary debut of a promising young Russian author from an unknown country, a tale of politics and religion colliding

The Lotus Eaters
“A postmodern literary masterpiece.” –The Times Literary Supplement Two hundred years after civilization ended in an
event known as the Blast, Benedikt isn’t one to complain. He’s got a job—transcribing old books and presenting them as the
words of the great new leader, Fyodor Kuzmich, Glorybe—and though he doesn’t enjoy the privileged status of a Murza, at
least he’s not a serf or a half-human four-legged Degenerator harnessed to a troika. He has a house, too, with enough mice
to cook up a tasty meal, and he’s happily free of mutations: no extra fingers, no gills, no cockscombs sprouting from his
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eyelids. And he’s managed—at least so far—to steer clear of the ever-vigilant Saniturions, who track down anyone who
manifests the slightest sign of Freethinking, and the legendary screeching Slynx that waits in the wilderness beyond.
Tatyana Tolstaya’s The Slynx reimagines dystopian fantasy as a wild, horripilating amusement park ride. Poised between
Nabokov’s Pale Fire and Burgess’s A Clockwork Orange, The Slynx is a brilliantly inventive and shimmeringly ambiguous
work of art: an account of a degraded world that is full of echoes of the sublime literature of Russia’s past; a grinning
portrait of human inhumanity; a tribute to art in both its sovereignty and its helplessness; a vision of the past as the future
in which the future is now.

Omon Ra
"In this intoxicating tale of love and madness, mothers and daughters, folkloric wisdom and the grim legacy of slavery on
the French Antillean island of Guadeloupe, aged yet unbowed Telumee tells her life story, along with that of the proud line
of Lougandor women she continues to draw strength from, even in their physical absence. Having obtained, with dizzying
speed, love and happiness and the trust of others, Telumee must find the resources, personal and collective, both to rejoice
without reserve and then, in less fortunate seasons, to survive suffering that would crush weaker vessels. In the words of
Queen Without a Name, the stoic and tender grandmother who raises her, Behind one pain there is another. Sorrow is a
wave without end. But the horse mustn't ride you, you must ride it. A masterpiece of Caribbean literature, The Bridge of
Beyondrepresents at once a gorgeously thick description of the flora and climate, crafts and customs of the island, and the
triumph of a spirit so generous and hopeful that no earthly adversity could outlast it. Simone Schwarz-Bart's sinuous and
lyrical prose, interwoven with proverbs and other local sayings, appears here in an uncomm

Orphan Black: The Next Chapter Episode 1
Set in the post-martial-law era of 1990s Taipei, Notes of a Crocodiledepicts the coming-of-age of a group of queer misfits
discovering love, friendship, and artistic affinity while hardly studying at Taiwan's most prestigious university. Told through
the eyes of an anonymous lesbian narrator nicknamed Lazi, Qiu Miaojin's cult classic novel is a postmodern pastiche of
diaries, vignettes, mash notes, aphorisms, exegesis, and satire by an incisive prose stylist and countercultural icon. Afflicted
by her fatalistic attraction to Shui Ling, an older woman who is alternately hot and cold toward her, Lazi turns for support to
a circle of friends that includes the devil-may-care, rich-kid-turned-criminal Meng Sheng and his troubled, self-destructive
gay lover Chu Kuang, as well as the bored, mischievous overachiever Tun Tun and her alluring slacker artist girlfriend Zhi
Rou. Bursting with the optimism of newfound liberation and romantic idealism despite corroding innocence, Notes of a
Crocodileis a poignant and intimate masterpiece of social defiance by a singular voice in contemporary Chinese literature.
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The Dud Avocado
A collection of chilling and prescient stories about ecological apocalypse and the merging of human and machine. Welcome
to Moderan, world of the future. Here perpetual war is waged by furious masters fighting from Strongholds well stocked with
“arsenals of fear” and everyone is enamored with hate. The devastated earth is coated by vast sheets of gray plastic, while
humans vie to replace more and more of their own “soft parts” with steel. What need is there for nature when trees and
flowers can be pushed up through holes in the plastic? Who requires human companionship when new-metal mistresses are
waiting? But even a Stronghold master can doubt the catechism of Moderan. Wanderers, poets, and his own children pay
visits, proving that another world is possible. “As if Whitman and Nietzsche had collaborated,” wrote Brian Aldiss of David R.
Bunch’s work. Originally published in science-fiction magazines in the 1960s and ’70s, these mordant stories, though
passionately sought by collectors, have been unavailable in a single volume for close to half a century. Like Anthony
Burgess in A Clockwork Orange, Bunch coined a mind-bending new vocabulary. He sought not to divert readers from the
horror of modernity but to make us face it squarely. This volume includes eleven previously uncollected Moderan stories.

White Walls
Masterful short works about passion, family, and human relationships by one of the greatest writers of 20th century China.
A New York Review Books Original “[A] giant of modern Chinese literature” –The New York Times "With language as sharp
as a knife edge, Eileen Chang cut open a huge divide in Chinese culture, between the classical patriarchy and our troubled
modernity. She was one of the very few able truly to connect that divide, just as her heroines often disappeared inside it.
She is the fallen angel of Chinese literature, and now, with these excellent new translations, English readers can discover
why she is so revered by Chinese readers everywhere." –Ang Lee Eileen Chang is one of the great writers of twentiethcentury China, where she enjoys a passionate following both on the mainland and in Taiwan. At the heart of Chang’s
achievement is her short fiction—tales of love, longing, and the shifting and endlessly treacherous shoals of family life.
Written when Chang was still in her twenties, these extraordinary stories combine an unsettled, probing, utterly
contemporary sensibility, keenly alert to sexual politics and psychological ambiguity, with an intense lyricism that echoes
the classics of Chinese literature. Love in a Fallen City, the first collection in English of this dazzling body of work, introduces
American readers to the stark and glamorous vision of a modern master.

Dad's Maybe Book
"A stimulating history of how the imagination interacted with its sibling psychological faculties—emotion, perception and
reason—to shape the history of human mental life."—The Wall Street Journal To imagine—to see what is not there—is the
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startling ability that has fueled human development and innovation through the centuries. As a species we stand alone in
our remarkable capacity to refashion the world after the picture in our minds. Traversing the realms of science, politics,
religion, culture, philosophy, and history, Felipe Fernández-Armesto reveals the thrilling and disquieting tales of our
imaginative leaps—from the first Homo sapiens to the present day. Through groundbreaking insights in cognitive science,
Fernández-Armesto explores how and why we have ideas in the first place, providing a tantalizing glimpse into who we are
and what we might yet accomplish. Unearthing historical evidence, he begins by reconstructing the thoughts of our
Paleolithic ancestors to reveal the subtlety and profundity of the thinking of early humans. A masterful paean to the human
imagination from a wonderfully elegant thinker, Out of Our Minds shows that bad ideas are often more influential than good
ones; that the oldest recoverable thoughts include some of the best; that ideas of Western origin often issued from
exchanges with the wider world; and that the pace of innovative thinking is under threat.

Stop Telling Women to Smile
Profiles the Romanov Dynasty tsar as one of Russia's most forward-thinking rulers, documenting his efforts to redefine
history by bringing freedom to his country, the use of terrorist bombings by the radicals that lived during his regime, and
the series of assassination attempts that eventually ended his life. By the author of The Last Tsar. Reprint. 35,000 first
printing.

Ice Trilogy
"Sonie Marburg gazes across the bay at Boston's gleaming State House and dreams of escaping form her childhood home, a
cobbler's shack echoing with the recriminations of her beautiful Russian mother. All her hopes seem to come true when a
summer visitor, Miss Pride, whisks her off to the shadowy libraries and gilded salons of Beacon Hill. But Sonie finds that she
is doomed to remain forever an outsider, hovering on the fringes of a privileged world"--

Memories
Love of Worker Bees
Best-selling author Tim O’Brien shares wisdom from a life in letters, lessons learned in wartime, and the challenges, humor,
and rewards of raising two sons. “We are all writing our maybe books full of maybe tomorrows, and each maybe tomorrow
brings another maybe tomorrow, and then another, until the last line of the last page receives its period.” In 2003, already
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an older father, National Book Award–winning novelist Tim O’Brien resolved to give his young sons what he wished his own
father had given to him—a few scraps of paper signed “Love, Dad.” Maybe a word of advice. Maybe a sentence or two
about some long-ago Christmas Eve. Maybe some scattered glimpses of their rapidly aging father, a man they might never
really know. For the next fifteen years, the author talked to his sons on paper, as if they were adults, imagining what they
might want to hear from a father who was no longer among the living. O’Brien traverses the great variety of human
experience and emotion, moving from soccer games to warfare to risqué lullabies, from alcoholism to magic shows to
history lessons to bittersweet bedtime stories, but always returning to a father’s soul-saving love for his sons. The result is
Dad’s Maybe Book, a funny, tender, wise, and enduring literary achievement that will squeeze the reader’s heart with joy
and recognition.

Unwitting Street
The first episode of Orphan Black: The Next Chapter, the official ebook and audiobook continuation of the hit TV show. This
is 1 of 10 episodes from Serial Box. Also available in audio narrated by Emmy Award winner Tatiana Maslany. Written by
Malka Older, Madeline Ashby, Mishell Baker, Heli Kennedy, E.C. Myers, and Lindsay Smith. “[A] wildly fun, sexy sci-fi thriller
about a cloning experiment gone awry.” —Chicago Sun-Times

Night Wraps the Sky
A New York Review Books Original In 1908, deep in Siberia, it fell to earth. THEIR ICE. A young man on a scientific
expedition found it. It spoke to his heart, and his heart named him Bro. Bro felt the Ice. Bro knew its purpose. To bring
together the 23,000 blond, blue-eyed Brothers and Sisters of the Light who were scattered on earth. To wake their sleeping
hearts. To return to the Light. To destroy this world. And secretly, throughout the twentieth century and up to our own day,
the Children of the Light have pursued their beloved goal. Pulp fiction, science fiction, New Ageism, pornography, videogame mayhem, old-time Communist propaganda, and rampant commercial hype all collide, splinter, and splatter in
Vladimir Sorokin’s virtuosic Ice Trilogy, a crazed joyride through modern times with the promise of a truly spectacular crash
at the end. And the reader, as eager for the redemptive fix of a good story as the Children are for the Primordial Light, has
no choice except to go along, caught up in a brilliant illusion from which only illusion escapes intact.

The Bridge of Beyond
Offers a selection of the author's short stories that often deal with everyday English domestic life and its nuanced emotional
undercurrents.
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Aetherial Worlds
A compendium of all things Mayakovsky: new translations of his poems and essays, eyewitness accounts, photographs, and
artwork from his circle. A reconsideration of the poet for the post-Soviet world.

Love in a Fallen City
A moving collection of autobiographical essays from a Russian poet and refugee of the Bolshevik Revolution. Marina
Tsvetaeva ranks with Anna Akhmatova, Osip Mandelstam, and Boris Pasternak as one of Russia’s greatest twentiethcentury poets. Her suicide at the age of forty-eight was the tragic culmination of a life buffeted by political upheaval. The
essays collected in this volume are based on diaries she kept during the turbulent years of the Revolution and Civil War. In
them she records conversations of women in the markets, soldiers and peasants on the train traveling from the Crimea to
Moscow in October 1917, fighting in the streets of Moscow, a frantic scramble with co-workers to dig frozen potatoes out of
a cellar, and poetry readings organized by a newly minted Soviet bohemia. Alone in Moscow with two small children, no
income, and a missing husband, Tsvetaeva struggled to feed her daughters (one of whom died of malnutrition in an
orphanage), find employment in the Soviet bureaucracy, and keep writing poetry. Her keen and ruthless eye observes with
compassion and humor—bringing the social, economic, and cultural chaos of the period to life. These autobiographical
writings not only give a vivid eyewitness account of Russian history but provide vital insights into the workings of
Tsvetaeva’s unique poetics. Includes black and white photographs.

Out of Our Minds
The debut book from a celebrated artist on the urgent topic of street harassment Every day, all over the world, women are
catcalled and denigrated simply for walking down the street. Boys will be boys, women have been told for generations,
ignore it, shrug it off, take it as a compliment. But the harassment has real consequences for women: in the fear it instills
and the shame they are made to feel. In Stop Telling Women to Smile, Tatyana Fazlalizadeh uses her arresting street art
portraits to explore how women experience hostility in communities that are supposed to be homes. She addresses the
pervasiveness of street harassment, its effects, and the kinds of activism that can serve to counter it. The result is a
cathartic reckoning with the aggression women endure, and an examination of what equality truly entails.

Kremlin Wives
Considered Teffi’s single greatest work, Memories: From Moscow to the Black Sea is a deeply personal account of the
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author’s last months in Russia and Ukraine, suffused with her acute awareness of the political currents churning around her,
many of which have now resurfaced. In 1918, in the immediate aftermath of the Russian Revolution, Teffi, whose stories
and journalism had made her a celebrity in Moscow, was invited to read from her work in Ukraine. She accepted the
invitation eagerly, though she had every intention of returning home. As it happened, her trip ended four years later in
Paris, where she would spend the rest of her life in exile. None of this was foreseeable when she arrived in Germanoccupied Kiev to discover a hotbed of artistic energy and experimentation. When Kiev fell several months later to Ukrainian
nationalists, Teffi fled south to Odessa, then on to the port of Novorossiysk, from which she embarked at last for
Constantinople. Danger and death threaten throughout Memories, even as the book displays the brilliant style, keen eye,
comic gift, and deep feeling that have made Teffi one of the most beloved of twentieth-century Russian writers.

Sleepwalker in a Fog
Every summer, young Andrei visits his grandmother, Charlotte Lemmonier, whom he loves dearly. In a dusty village
overlooking the vast Russian steppes, she captivates her grandson and the other children of the village with wondrous
tales—watching Proust play tennis in Neuilly, Tsar Nicholas II’s visit to Paris, French president Felix Faure dying in the arms
of his mistress. But from his mysterious grandmother, Andrei also learns of a Russia he has never known: a country of
famine and misery, brutal injustice, and the hopeless chaos of war. Enthralled, he weaves her stories into his own secret
universe of memory and dream. She creates for him a vivid portrait of the France of her childhood, a distant Atlantis far
more elegant, carefree, and stimulating than Russia in the 1970s and ‘80s. Her warm, artful memories of her homeland and
of books captivate Andrei. Absorbed in this vision, he becomes an outsider in his own country, and eventually a restless
traveler around Europe. Dreams of My Russian Summers is an epic full of passion and tenderness, pain and heartbreak,
mesmerizing in every way.

July, July
"This is an original collection of stories with no Russian equivalent. They span the whole of Krzhizhanovsky's writing career
(1920-1940). The title story was unearthed only in 2012. It is named for an actual street in Moscow (Unwitting Street) and
serves as a metaphor for Russian history"--

Pushkin's Children
Elizabeth Cotten was only a little girl when she picked up a guitar for the first time. It wasn't hers (it was her big brother's),
and it wasn't strung right for her (she was left-handed). But she flipped that guitar upside down and backwards and taught
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herself how to play it anyway. By age eleven, she'd written "Freight Train," one of the most famous folk songs of the
twentieth century. And by the end of her life, people everywhere—from the sunny beaches of California to the rolling hills of
England—knew her music. This lyrical, loving picture book from popular singer-songwriter Laura Veirs and debut illustrator
Tatyana Fazlalizadeh tells the story of the determined, gifted, daring Elizabeth Cotten—one of the most celebrated
American folk musicians of all time. Plus, this is the fixed format version, which looks almost identical to the print edition.

The Mountain and the Wall
The Dud Avocado follows the romantic and comedic adventures of a young American who heads overseas to conquer Paris
in the late 1950s. Edith Wharton and Henry James wrote about the American girl abroad, but it was Elaine Dundy’s Sally Jay
Gorce who told us what she was really thinking. Charming, sexy, and hilarious, The Dud Avocado gained instant cult status
when it was first published and it remains a timeless portrait of a woman hell-bent on living. “I had to tell someone how
much I enjoyed The Dud Avocado. It made me laugh, scream, and guffaw (which, incidentally, is a great name for a law
firm).” –Groucho Marx "[The Dud Avocado] is one of the best novels about growing up fast" -The Guardian

Boston Adventure
“Playful and poetic . . . A foxy, original writer. Memory fuses with wonder, and wonder with worship." —The Wall Street
Journal “Marvelously vivid, perfectly tuned. . . Tolstaya is well known in Russia as a brilliant and caustic political critic, but
her memories of her Soviet childhood have a tender, personal quality.” —The New York Times Book Review “Grimly
hilarious Everything in this generous writer’s hands is vivid and alive …Tolstaya is divinely quotable—slangy, indignant,
lyrical, crudeIt’s all sublimethe swerve and cackle, the breeziness and dark depthsthe torrents of language and the offhand
perfect touch…She has been compared to Chekhov. AbsurdTolstaya barrels by him and knocks him in the ditch.” —Joy
Williams, Bookforum From one of modern Russia's finest writers, a spellbinding collection of eighteen stories, her first to be
translated into English in more than twenty years. Ordinary realities and yearnings to transcend them lead to miraculous
other worlds in this dazzling collection of stories. A woman's deceased father appears in her dreams with clues about the
afterlife; a Russian professor in a small American town constructs elaborate fantasies during her cigarette break; a man falls
in love with a marble statue as his marriage falls apart; a child glimpses heaven through a stained-glass window. With the
emotional insight of Chekhov, the surreal satire of Gogol, and a unique blend of humor and poetry all her own, Tolstaya
transmutes the quotidian into aetherial alternatives. These tales, about politics, identity, love, and loss, cut to the core of
the Russian psyche, even as they lay bare human universals. Tolstaya's characters--seekers all--are daydreaming children,
lonely adults, dislocated foreigners in unfamiliar lands. Whether contemplating the strategic complexities of delivering
telegrams in Leningrad or the meditative melancholy of holiday aspic, vibrant inner lives and the grim elements of
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existence are registered in equally sharp detail in a starkly bleak but sympathetic vision of life on earth. A unique collection
from one of the first women in years to rank among Russia's most important writers.

Act of Passion
A guide to non-traditional sexual expression, presented in the form of answers to written letters, draws on the author's
expertise in evolutionary biology and considers such topics as necrophilia, bestiality, sex changes, virgin births, and male
pregnancy. 50,000 first printing.

Mastering the Art of Soviet Cooking
“Playful and poetic . . . A foxy, original writer. Memory fuses with wonder, and wonder with worship." —The Wall Street
Journal “Marvelously vivid, perfectly tuned. . . Tolstaya is well known in Russia as a brilliant and caustic political critic, but
her memories of her Soviet childhood have a tender, personal quality.” —The New York Times Book Review “Grimly
hilarious Everything in this generous writer’s hands is vivid and alive …Tolstaya is divinely quotable—slangy, indignant,
lyrical, crudeIt’s all sublimethe swerve and cackle, the breeziness and dark depthsthe torrents of language and the offhand
perfect touch…She has been compared to Chekhov. AbsurdTolstaya barrels by him and knocks him in the ditch.” —Joy
Williams, Bookforum From one of modern Russia's finest writers, a spellbinding collection of eighteen stories, her first to be
translated into English in more than twenty years. Ordinary realities and yearnings to transcend them lead to miraculous
other worlds in this dazzling collection of stories. A woman's deceased father appears in her dreams with clues about the
afterlife; a Russian professor in a small American town constructs elaborate fantasies during her cigarette break; a man falls
in love with a marble statue as his marriage falls apart; a child glimpses heaven through a stained-glass window. With the
emotional insight of Chekhov, the surreal satire of Gogol, and a unique blend of humor and poetry all her own, Tolstaya
transmutes the quotidian into aetherial alternatives. These tales, about politics, identity, love, and loss, cut to the core of
the Russian psyche, even as they lay bare human universals. Tolstaya's characters--seekers all--are daydreaming children,
lonely adults, dislocated foreigners in unfamiliar lands. Whether contemplating the strategic complexities of delivering
telegrams in Leningrad or the meditative melancholy of holiday aspic, vibrant inner lives and the grim elements of
existence are registered in equally sharp detail in a starkly bleak but sympathetic vision of life on earth. A unique collection
from one of the first women in years to rank among Russia's most important writers.

Calligraphy Lesson
A New York Times Best Seller! A New York Times Notable Book! A unique and sweeping debut novel of an American female
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combat photographer in the Vietnam War, as she captures the wrenching chaos and finds herself torn between the love of
two men. On a stifling day in 1975, the North Vietnamese army is poised to roll into Saigon. As the fall of the city begins,
two lovers make their way through the streets to escape to a new life. Helen Adams, an American photojournalist, must
take leave of a war she is addicted to and a devastated country she has come to love. Linh, the Vietnamese man who loves
her, must grapple with his own conflicted loyalties of heart and homeland. As they race to leave, they play out a drama of
devotion and betrayal that spins them back through twelve war-torn years, beginning in the splendor of Angkor Wat, with
their mentor, larger-than-life war correspondent Sam Darrow, once Helen's infuriating love and fiercest competitor, and
Linh's secret keeper, boss and truest friend. Tatjana Soli paints a searing portrait of an American woman's struggle and
triumph in Vietnam, a stirring canvas contrasting the wrenching horror of war and the treacherous narcotic of obsession
with the redemptive power of love. Readers will be transfixed by this stunning novel of passion, duty and ambition among
the ruins of war.

Woman with a Movie Camera
The first English-language collection of short stories by Russia's greatest contemporary author, Mikhail Shishkin, the only
author to win all three of Russia's most prestigious literary awards. Often included in discussions of Nobel Prize contenders,
Shishkin is a master prose writer in the breathtakingly beautiful style of the greatest Russian authors, known for complex,
allusive novels about universal and emotional themes. Shishkin's stories read like modern versions of the eternal literature
written by his greatest inspirations: Boris Pasternak, Ivan Bunin, Leo Tolstoy, and Mikhail Bulgakov. Shishkin's short fiction is
the perfect introduction to his breathtaking oeuvre, his stories touch on the same big themes as his novels, spanning
discussions of love and loss, death and eternal life, emigration and exile. Calligraphy Lesson spans Shishkin's entire writing
career, including his first published story, the 1993 Debut Prize–winning "Calligraphy Lesson," and his most recent story
"Nabokov's Inkblot," which was written for a dramatic adaptation performed in Zurich in 2013. Mikhail Shishkin (b. 1961 in
Moscow) is one of the most prominent names in contemporary Russian literature. A former interpreter for refugees in
Switzerland, Shishkin divides his time between Moscow, Switzerland, and Germany.

Dreams of My Russian Summers
For forty years Charles Alavoine has sleepwalked through his life. Growing up as a good boy in the grip of a domineering
mother, he trains as a doctor, marries, opens a medical practice in a quiet country town, and settles into an existence of
impeccable bourgeois conformity. And yet at unguarded moments this model family man is haunted by a sense of
emptiness and futility. Then, one night, laden with Christmas presents, he meets Martine. It is time for the sleeper to
awake.
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You'll Enjoy it when You Get There
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